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Par ty
Of One

Congratulations, Team BB. My warmest
thanks to each and every one of you.
BB was a success and it’s all due to
your hard work and commitment.
We achieved all we set out to do in
holding Bangalore’s first Retreat: in
its agenda, organization, networking,
hospitality and, most of all, in the fact
that it was also great fun for everyone.
Thanks again for everything!
– Sandeep Maini,
Bombaat Bengalooru Event Chair

O

th e re t re at
that rock e d

ur first ever South Asia one
and history was made in
more ways than one. We
were given a great opportunity and
we’re now that much more wellknit as a chapter and a team. We
learnt, we shared, we networked, we
partied and we had a blast, in true
Bengalooru style.
Painstaking planning
Thorough preparation and attention
to the most minor of details
characterized the months leading
upto D Day. No effort was spared and
the results were, we hope, evident.

Dear Sandeep,
Congratulations again on your fantastic
success!
You have shown again how our
organization benefits greatly from
members offering their time and efforts
for the good of other members.
Your region is fortunate to have you as
such a great champion.
Thanks for all you have done and
continue to do for YPO.
– Rob Frances,
YPO International Chair, 2011-12

Our Education agenda had substance
and relevance and the resources
were, for the most part, what we
expected them to be.
It was wonderful to successfully

include so many key Retreat
elements: Bombaat Buddying,
Dine-Arounds, to format Education
sessions in the hi-tech style, with
watchout screens and SpotMe’s,
that’s also true Bengalooru.

Prataap Wadhwa,
Sponsorship Chair
As more and more
chapter members
got involved, Prataap
exceeded himself and
fundraising targets,
brought in the sponsors
so things could be much bigger and
better. His efforts paid off, most certainly
with the bonus post-Dine-Around after
party that boogied on into the 3rd’s wee
hours.
His impeccable organizing transformed
an Education venue into BB Party Central
complete with DJ Chico flown in from
Dubai. Majaa, big time!

All the right touches
Delegates and speakers were looked
after with warmth and fanfare, the ITC
Gardenia was a dream venue.
Everything delighted from Felipe
Scherson’s conjuring things out of
thin air, to Saranya’s magical floating
umbrellas, the red carpets at Dine
Around homes and the sheer bliss of
the comfiest bus seats in the world
to waft people Onsite to Offsite and
back again.

So excited about the region doing so
well.
– Scott Mordell, CEO, YPO
International

And here are the highlights. Majaa
maadi again!

I would like to congratulate you for an
outstanding regional retreat. This has
certainly set a new standard and is an
example for member integration, of what
members can achieve when they work
together.
– Abhijit Pawar,
Regional Chair, South Asia

Education

Leading Lights

Education had a techno touch: the Watchout screens ninety feet wide that zoomed in on the action and brought
the learning upto everyone’s armchair and at their fingertips. The slick audiovisual intros they also screened
made exits, entrances and the overall pace ultra-smooth.

E

ducation began with Sajjan
Jindal, followed by the hopemapping Elahians. And then,
the Correals who’d triumphed over
kidnapping and forced separation.

Resource eminence and sincerity;
depth, range and a technological edge
for smooth pacing made this a learning
experience for everyone who came and
most certainly for the Education team.
– Gita Maini, Education

“Innovation. Initiative. Future
Present.” Day Two’s theme had
Steve Wozniak, our second-biggest
draw and his journey from that
Silicon Valley to this. Popping
dragon-sized misconceptions about
China was Blake Lipscomb, Texan
investment consultant, then the
“India at 75” team. That brought us
to Babar Ali, the world’s youngest
schoolmaster.

And then Day Three, “New
Revolutions. New Arenas”, with
Abhay Deol, introduced on canvas
with a few deft strokes by portraitist
Vilas Nayak. Next the question,
“Could politics be sanitized?” was
answered by Dinesh Trivedi, our very
own moral beacon and our most
popular Resource.
And to end, Cairo Catalysts Waleed
Rashed and Ahmed Maher gave
the Arab Spring an immediacy, a
sense of just how forceful Mahatma
Gandhi’s philosophy of nonviolence
can be, in tandem with today’s social
media.

In a format like ours, slick production
values give the topics on hand the
audiovisual impact and immediacy to
be truly effective. The Watchouts we
organized were just the ticket.
– Vinay Goyal,
Education & Production

FOCUS AND PASSION: Sajjan Jindal,
Steel Visionary

His Preamble set the tone for the Education
sessions: a saga of impressive strides made
in growing a steel manufacturing entity while
countering muddleheaded policy challenges,
achieving success and balance which, as one of our
survey respondents noted, meant not missing out on
family and watching your children grow.

y out h
powe r What ever words

Selflessness: Babar Ali with his
grandfather

I will say to u to thank u and appreciate
what u did for me here will never be
enough. U r really amazing people,
doing such great job, plz send my
regards to all YPO members.

faith and survival Hello Gita

and Kavitha - just a quick message
to thank you for being so special with
us. We love you !! Big big hugs
– Jaime & Samantha Correal

It’s just our start for sure we will be
always in Touch.
– Waleed Rashed

J o l ly B o l ly
b a atein
Abhay Deol represents the New
Bollywood which doesn’t allow itself
to be glibly categorized.
He was as entertaining as he was
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A lot of companies have been talking
about having me in India where I
have never come.... but it’s only
YPO Bangalore that extended me an
invitation and here I am...
– Steve Wozniak
as quoted in the Bangalore Mirror

illuminating about his career
curve, cheerfully admitting he
began as box office poison and now
is one of its more offbeat draws.
Moderating his session was film
critic Raja Sen and it was fun,
insightful and showbizzy.

Dinesh Trivedi: making
the railways – and the
corrupt – run
Bombaat was for him a refreshing
change of event pace, where the
focus was on issues other than those
he addresses at similar forums. He
disarmed his audience of young
presidents when he said he was CEO
of an industry that was easily the
largest considering it employed 14
lakh people.

Hospitality & Admin
Hospitality. How easily and quickly everyone can feel comfortably at home: all concerned emphasized the
warmth of the entire Bangalore chapter. Chapter members did join in with gusto and to Kiron and Anita and
their co-chairs Kapil and Sangita goes the credit.
The four of them worked in
tandem with the ITC Gardenia,
our wonderful venue hotel
(listed by Condé Nast Traveller
magazine when it opened, as
one of the world’s 50 best new)
and everything was in place
and everyone was pampered.

Set Design

Saranya Gogineni

At the ITC
Gardenia lobby

Hospitality: Kiron & Anita Shah, Sangita & Kapil Sarin

Gifts

Quintessentially’s dream Swiss
holiday

finance

Shruti Shetty

Sanjith Shetty

Getting Set One discerning look
at the myriad activity areas – from
auditorium to lunch area to party
space – the Retreat demanded and in
her mind’s eye she could see how to
make of them settings to be admired,
deployed and never-forgotten. From
supreme functionality of podium
to the umbrellas that floated above
Majjaa Nite, Saranya’s vision gave
BB much of its visual allure.

Custom customized In
a hi-tech city, a hi-tech gift
wrapped in Mysore silk, redolent
of sandalwood. And another to
match the picturesque charm that
Bangalore still exerts, a Swiss chalet
holiday courtesy Quintessentially.
Shruti Shetty made sure that each
BB-er would go back with something
characteristic of our part of the
world.

BUS, NUMBRI! It all started way
before, with budgets, projections and
intensive number crunching, ending
much, much after the last “See you in
Cal” was said. Well-organized finance
is what makes a smooth-running
Retreat possible at all. However
making sure it’s flowing smoothly is
a neverending, behind-the-scenes
task and no one knew that better than
Sanjith Shetty.

Spo nso R S

M ar k et i ng

Notable gift: Everyone’s
hot new Samsung

T r a nspor t

Heartfelt thanks to all the ones who
wholeheartedly supported BB:

Prakash & Monica Gurbaxani

Corporate Identity format with new colour and new Speedmarque

Marketing moves mountains
BB was what it was, early days (or
birds) onwards thanks majorly to Big
Daddy Prakash who sang his heart out
in Kolkata in April and launched the
website. What an opener. And what
follow through. He didn’t let the pace
flag one bit, ramped it up, roped in
the enrolments and also Samsung to
provide their brilliant new Galaxy Note.

Vikas Goyal

Mister Mover People, venues,
time. And Bengaloorean traffic.
Nothing fazed Vikas whose fleet of
four wheelers made sure everyone
who needed to move did so in
blissful comfort and time to spare.
The BMW cars, the Olivea buses,
the Maini Feri’s: he kept BB’s slick
stylish tempo and all its stakeholders
smoothly on the go.
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Networking

Well-Connected

Networking being key, it was categorized into its three elements for sharper focus. So everyone
made the most of the Champion Networking ops BB gave us: we used Networking devices – like
Bombaat Buddies and Dine-Arounds – which hadn’t been tried in Indian chapters before.

DINE-AROUNDS

BUDDIES

Anu Menda

Latha Mallavarappu (ext left)

BOMBAAT BUDDIES swung into action well
before the first out-of-towner arrived, each one
making sure that those assigned to his or her care
had their paths as smooth as they could possibly
make them.

THE DINE-AROUNDS too, added immensely
to the BB experience. All the hosts graciously
opened their homes, and besides, transformed
them on the 2nd evening into lavishly-themed
party settings for the stars of the evening, the
Bombaaters. Food, drink, song and dance and fun:
everything was in abundance and the Dine-Around
hosts spared no effort.

Landing in another city, even one as user-friendly as
Bangalore, in the YPO way was made as enjoyable
as possible, so that a crammed activity schedule
was eased into, with all the answers on hand.
Arrival

Registration
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2nd December was the Nite we all starred

NEtworks

Shesh Kulkarni & Sanjay Kalra (ext left)

BREAKTHROUGHS FOR BREAKFAST Even after
getting to bed at four after all-night majaa-ing,
everyone turned up primed and on time for the
breakfast network micro-sessions sharp at nine
a.m. to take forward their network area of interest
with a tableful of likeminded fellow BB-ers.
For the first time in India, breakfast networking
worked really well. From construction strategies in
real estate to the changing lives of women at the
bottom of the corporate pyramid, Shesh Kulkarni
and Sanjay Kalra’s seven micro-session topics
ranged wide enough that every seat was taken.

Micro-sessions in progress

Majaa

Nite

On 3rd December at The Taj West End, Entertainment Team Heads Sanjay and Shilpa Dugar and
their team triumphed with a lavish, hi-octane event with a myriad memorable elements. Saranya
Gogineni designed a fantasy kingdom softly aglow in the hotel gardens.
Entertainment Team Heads
Shilpa and Sanjay Dugar

C

ocktails fueled hearty party action, a really
long buffet table offered a seemingly
endless menu and separate dessert rooms
beckoned the pudding-indulgent.
DJ Aqueel whipped up dancefloor delirium and the
entertainment featured leggy Estonian violinists and
the ethnic modernity of the Nritarutya dance troupe.
More music came with Rob Frances and Vagesh
Dixit’s song composed for the occasion and prizes
were given out for the Regional Awards (left). There
was much more dancing and all-round majaa: an
Entertainment Nite for the record books.
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T h e m ix m a s t e r s

– Aman & Reema Choudhari

Aman and Reema drew up an afternoon’s
assortment of Off- and Onsites that gave
everyone an overview of what makes this the
city the world is coming to. The car-crazy got
a sneak, closed-door preview of the eco-future
electric Reva’s NXR. And the golf-mad set
merry course for Bangalore Golf Club, which
boasts of being the oldest in India.

Offsites
FACE -TO FACE Cisco’s real-time tele-

conference depicted the face of telemedicine. Long-distance medical
treatment is bringing the assurance
of timely medical treatment to
people who till now had no access
to it. An actual tele-conference at
Cisco’s largest global development
center outside the US dramatized the
possibilities to Offsiters.

S TATE OF
THE ART

An interlude on the Art of Living
campus with the Gift of Life, a
meditation session and an audience
and photo op with Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar himself.

KUMBLETE
Succe ss
With Anil Kumble and Muttiah
Muralitharan at the Chinnaswamy
Stadium, it was an afternoon of overs,
wickets, creases, leg-befores and
boundaries exceeded. It was a heady
experience for YPO-ers actualizing
their cricket potential in the presence
of two greats (the most feared bowlers
of their time) who between them have
racked up 2,300 international wickets.
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ROTI ,
KAPDA AUR
M AHA
KHANA

This quintessential Bengalooru
afternoon at the Maharaja’s palace
led off with a Mavalli Tiffin Room
banquet, a visit to the royal gallery,
and then cutting-edge culture: dance
by Nritarutya and a fashion show from
the Maharaja’s own design studio
which included a one-time-only
ramp appearance by Rob Frances.

Onsites

LAW AND
ORDER
RES TORER

Talking to Santosh Hegde was a
profound experience. He shared his
views on what he saw as lying ahead
for the Indian polity and for those
it’s made up of: we YPO-ers and our
fellow citizens.
The moderator was Ramesh
Ramanathan of Janaagraha, the
Bangalore-based citizens’ NGO.
Hegde’s audience came away
inspired to share in the formidable
journey this crusader of truth and
ethical governance is leading.

RETRO LIFE

Reliving older lives with Dr. K.
Newton, who specializes in past life
regression and holistic therapy was
an intriguingly eclectic, if niche,
digression for those who attended
this offbeat Onsite.

ICON RENDE ZV OUS
Meeting the man who built one of India’s largest infrastructure
empires at the Taj West End’s Presidential Suite. Just 15
BB-ers gained a privileged insight into the evolution of GMR
the man and how he forged GMR the organization. G.M. Rao
walked them through his beginnings, with a single jute mill
in Rajam, Andhra Pradesh, to the building of Indira Gandhi
International Airport, New Delhi and beyond.

FOOD
COURTING

A Masterchef session was spiced
with friendly cutthroat competition to
win hearts, minds and tastebuds of
the judges, masterchef restaurateurs
Jean Michel Jasserand of Toscano’s,
Arjun Sajnani of Sunny’s and Shiro’s
Sanjay Mahtani.
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Harshita Talreja, Bangalore
Chapter CA: The one behind the

scenes who toiled without cease so
fellow Chapter members’ own work
was eased.

The feedback we received was overwhelming. It’s always gratifying
when the effort is appreciated. BB rocked and next, come December,
Cal will roll!

TECHNOLOGY HOT SPOT
echnology met content for
supercharged YPO networking.
Bangalore, as tech mecca,
demanded an appropriate hi-tech
touch, one that’d be cutting edge
and user-friendly. It had to enable
everyone to share, learn and interact
with viewpoints and suggestions in
real time and in true YPO spirit.

Dear Sandeep, Gita,

T

So decided Technology Head Sanjay
Shah and so, thanks to him
and SpotMe International, there
was a Spotme PDA for every
Bombaater to use, making BB’s
“meeting architecture” truly of
the tech moment. Five hundred
PDA’s were lent and returned
intact, YPO-ers being the
careful users they are. Virtual
briefcases have been sent out
to each Bombaater loaded
with BB content, collated and
customized.
Sanjay Shah

LIKE MAGIC

For three days, there was magic in
the air. Often literally: internationallyrenowned Dubai magician Felipe
Scherson’s sleight of hand conjured
objects out of thin air and his stage
manner charmed everyone, even the
skeptics.
Long-distance astrology with Rajesh
Deedwania in Jaipur also proved
a hit, possibly another first for the
Bangalore Chapter and perfectly
logical for this hi-tech city, and
perhaps the subject of yet one more
app for the Galaxy Note that Samsung
might want to do something about.
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Etc. & Adieu
Thank you for championing a very
successful South Asia Regional Retreat.
Your personal contribution of energy
and time created a special experience
and an exciting opportunity, new
friendships and new connections.
The act of members serving fellow
members makes YPO-WPO truly
unique. We hope you found the act
of championing an event has not only

enhanced the lives of others – but
yours as well.
A special mention of the efforts put
in by you, the Bangalore Committee
and Chapter, to ensure that the retreat
was successful and encompassed all
elements of hospitality, networking,
education and fun.
Abhijit Pawar, Regnl. Chair
Jyoti V Sonthalia,
Regnl. Events Chair
This has been once in a
lifetime experience for me. I
have attended conferences
in the past but somehow
this takes the top spot in all
parameters. The way the event
was organized, how I felt
welcome and the take aways
that I had from the session is
unparalleled. I am definitely
looking forward to the next
session and just cant wait for it.
– Alex K. Babu, Kerala
(The Kerala chapter’s
newest member)

Bombaat Bengaluru was very warm and
super cool in every possible way.. You
could dance at 3 am with bacardi in one
hand and hot filter cappie (coffee!) in
the other ...then go on to eat a sizzling
biryani at 4 am before going to bed for
couple of hours. Lastly you guys even
let Rob and me sing a nearly extempore
song on Bombaat Bengaluru! 3000
cheers to the entire team and a special
one for Sandeep and Gita for their
commitment and leadership!!”
– Vagish Dixit, Hyderabad

An Intellectually stimulating and
inspiring experience.... past life
regression was soul-stirring too!! The
warmth of the organising committee –
and the entire Bangalore chapter was
heartwarming to say the least!
– Parmeet Sawhney, Delhi

Hospitality at its best. The warmth of the
chapter with gr8 education and socials
has set a benchmark.
– Sabina Sanghvi, Pune
BB’s incomparable Project Director
Kavita Vij with magician
Felipe Scherson

Aban Bottlewala, Regnl. Events
Director, South Asia whose

understated, knowledgeable
guidance paved our way (here, left,
with Mary Frances).

cl osi ng
salute

Communication was central to
BB’s effectiveness. From e-blasts
to websites to post-BB survey, from
December to December, planning
was as detailed as we could make
it and always inclusive of the
constructive feedback we got from
you. This made BB as participative
as a Retreat should be.
In this our final BB signoff, thanks
with all our hearts to everyone who
made it happen: the YPOI team,
those helping hands from all over
the region and, for us Team Heads,
all our marvelous fellow committeemembers.
This was such a joy because of
you all. Lack of space prevents
our naming each of you but our
gratitude is inexpressible – and
forever.
– Gita Maini, Communication

L e t i t r o ll
Now we pass on the baton to
our fellow Calcutta chapter. It’s
their turn come this December.
We’re looking forward to it
and expectations are already
beginning to build after the
excited reception to their curtain
raiser video shown here.
They tell us to let Calcutta
surprise us and we’re sure it will.
Here’s wishing them all the best.

let calcutta
surprise you
“Fantastic experience with superb
hospitality “.... Bravo Sandeep, Gita &
team for raising the bar sky high....
– Jyoti Vardhan Sonthalia, Event
Chair Roll Cal Roll 2012
with his wife Neelam

